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Abstract

We demonstrate approaches to the static parallelization of loops and recursions on the
example of the polynomial product. Phrased as a loop nest, the polynomial product can
be parallelized automatically by applying a space-time mapping technique based on linear
algebra and linear programming. One can choose a parallel program that is optimal with
respect to some objective function like the number of execution steps, processors, channels,
etc. However, at best, linear execution time complexity can be attained. Through phrasing the polynomial product as a divide-and-conquer recursion, one can obtain a parallel
program with sublinear execution time. In this case, the target program is not derived by
an automatic search but given as a program skeleton, which can be deduced by a sequence
of equational program transformations. We discuss the use of such skeletons, compare
and assess the models in which loops and divide-and-conquer recursions are parallelized
and comment on the performance properties of the resulting parallel implementations.
Keywords: divide-and-conquer, higher-order function, homomorphism, loop nest, parallelization, polytope model, skeletons, SPMD.

1 Introduction
We give an overview of several approaches to the static parallelization of loops and recursions1,
which we pursue at the University of Passau. Our emphasis in this paper is on divide-andconquer recursions.
Static parallelization has the following bene ts:
1. Eciency of the target code. One avoids the overhead caused by discovering parallelism
at run time and minimizes the overhead caused by administering parallelism at run
time.
2. Precise performance analysis. Because the question of parallelism is settled at compile
time, one can predict the performance of the program more accurately.
3. Optimizing compilation. One can compile for speci c parallel architectures.
One limitation of static parallelization is that methods which identify large amounts of
parallelism usually must exploit some regular structure in the source program. Mainly, this
1

We can equate loops with tail recursions, as is done in systolic design [28, 36].

structure concerns the dependences between program steps, because the dependences impose
an execution order. Still, after a source program has been \adapted" to satisfy the requirements of the parallelization method, the programmer need think no more about parallelism
but may simply state his/her priorities in resource consumption and let the method make all
the choices.
We illustrate static parallelization methods for recursive programs on the example of the
polynomial product. We proceed in four steps:
Sect. 2. We provide a speci cation of the polynomial product. This speci cation can be
executed with dynamic parallelism. The drawback is that we have no explicit control
over the use of resources.
Sect. 3. We re ne the speci cation to a double loop nest with additional dependences. We
parallelize this loop nest with the space-time mapping method based on the polytope
model [29]. This method searches automatically a large number of possible parallel
implementations, optimizing with respect to some objective function like the number of
execution steps, processors, communication channels, etc.
Sect. 4. We re ne the speci cation to a divide-and-conquer (D&C) algorithm which has
fewer dependences than the loop nest. This is the central section of the paper. For
D&C, parallelization methods are not as well understood as for nested loops. Thus, one
derives parallel implementations by hand, albeit formally, with equational reasoning.
However, most of the parallelization process is problem-independent. The starting point
is a program schema called a skeleton [9]. We discuss two D&C skeletons, instantiated
to the polynomial product, and their parallelizations:
Subsect. 4.1. The rst is a skeleton for call-balanced xed-degree D&C, which we
parallelize with an adapted space-time mapping method based on the method for
nested loops [25]. The target is again a parallel loop nest, which can also be
represented as an SPMD program.
Subsect. 4.2. The second skeleton is a bit less general. It is parallelized based on the
algebraic properties of its constituents [20]. It is used to generate coarser-grained
parallelism in the form of an SPMD program.
In this paper, we are mainly comparing and evaluating. The references cited in the individual
sections contain the full details of the respective technical development. Our comparison is
concerned with the models and methods used in the parallelization and with the asymptotic
performance of the respective parallel implementations.

2 The polynomial product
Our illustrating example is the product of two polynomials A and B of degree n , speci ed in
the quanti er notation of Dijkstra [14]:
A = h k : 0  k  n : a [k ]z k i
B = h k : 0  k  n : b [k ]z k i
Let us name the product polynomial C :
C = A B = h k : 0  k  2n : c [k ]z k i
(1)

h8 k : 0  k  2n : c [k ] := h i ; j : 0  i  n ^ 0  j  n ^ i + j = k : a [i ]b [j ]ii

(2)

Note that this speci cation does not prescribe a particular order of computation for the
cumulative sums which de ne the coecients of the product polynomial.
We can make this speci cation executable without having to think any further. A simple
switch of syntax to the programming language Haskell [40] yields:
cabn=
array(0; 2  n )[ k := sum[ a !i  b !j j i [0::n ]; j

[0::n ]; i + j  k ] j k [0::2  n ] ]

Haskell will reduce the sums in some total order, given by its sequential semantics, or in
some partial order, given by its parallel semantics. The programmer pays for the bene t of not
having to choose the order with a lack of control over the use of resources in the computation.
The main resources are time (the length of execution) and space (the number of processors),
others are the number of communication channels, the memory requirements, etc.

3 A nested loop program

3.1 From the source program to the target program

To apply loop parallelization, one must rst impose a total order on the reductions in the
speci cation. This means adding dependences to the dependence graph of the speci cation.
The choice of order may in uence the potential for parallelism, so one has to be careful. We
choose to count the subscript of A up and that of B down; automatic methods can help in
exploring the search space for this choice [3]. Another change we make is that we convert the
updates of c to single-assignment form, which gives rise a doubly indexed variable c; there
are also automatic techniques for this kind of conversion [15]. This leads to the following
program, in which the elements c[; 0] and c[n ; ] contain the nal values of the coecients
of the product polynomial:
for i := 0 to n do
for j := n downto 0 do
if i =0 _ j = n ! c[i ; j ] := a [i ]  b [j ]
[] i 6= 0 ^ j 6= n ! c[i ; j ] := c [i ? 1; j +1] + a [i ]  b [j ]

The dependence graph of a loop nest with ane bounds and index expressions forms a
polytope, in which each loop represents one dimension. The vertices of graphs of this form
can be partitioned into temporal and spatial components. This is done by linear algebra and
integer linear programming. In our example, the choices are fairly obvious.
Consider Fig. 1 for the polynomial product. The upper left shows the polytope on the
integer lattice; each dot represents one loop step. The upper right is the dependence graph;
only the dependences on c are shown, since only c is updated. The lines on the lower left
represent \time slices": all points on a line can be executed in parallel. This choice is minimal
with respect to execution time. Note that dependence arrows must not be covered by these
lines! The lines in the lower right represent processors: a line contains the sequence of
loop steps executed by a xed processor. These lines may not be parallel to the temporal
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Figure 1: The polytope and its partitionings
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synchronous program:
seqfor t := 0 to n do
parfor p := t to t + n do
(t ; p ? t )

asynchronous program:
parfor p := 0 to 2  n do
seqfor t := max(0; p ? n )
to min(n ; p ) do
(t ; p ? t )

Figure 2: The target polytope and the target programs

lines. We have chosen them to cover the dependences, i.e., we have minimized the number of
communication channels between processor (to zero).
The partitionings in time and space can be combined to a space-time mapping, an ane
transformation to a coordinate system in which each axis is exclusively devoted to time (i.e.,
represents a sequential loop) or space, i.e. represents a parallel loop. This is like adjusting a
\polarizing lter" on the source polytope to make time and space explicit. Fig. 2 depicts the
target polytope and two target programs derived from it. Again, we have a choice of order,
namely the order of the loops in the nest. If the outer loop is in time and the inner loop in
space, we have a synchronous program with a global clock, typical in the SIMD style. To
enforce the clock tick, we need a global synchronization after each step of the time loop. If we
order the loops vice versa, we have an asynchronous program, with a private clock for each
processor, typical in the SPMD style. Here, we need communication statements to enforce the
data dependences, but we have chosen the spatial partitioning such that no communications
are required|at the expense of twice the number of processors necessary. In both programs,
the code of the loop body is the same as in the source program, only the indices change
because the inverse of the space-time mapping must be applied: (i ; j ) turns into (t ; p ? t ).

3.2 Complexity considerations

The most interesting performance criteria|at least the ones we want to consider here|are
execution time, number of processors and overall cost. The cost is de ned as the product of
execution time and number of processors. One is interested in cost maintenance, i.e., in the
property that the parallelization does not increase the cost complexity of the program.
With the polytope model, the best time complexity one can achieve is linearity in the
problem size:2 at least one loop must enumerate time, i.e., be sequential. In the pure version
of the model, one can usually get away with just one sequential loop [5]. The remaining loops
enumerate space, i.e., are parallel. This requires a polynomial amount of processors since the
loops bounds are ane expressions.
The cost is not a ected by the parallelization: one simply trades between time and space,
the product of time and space stays the same.

3.3 Evaluation

Let us sum up the essential properties of the polytope model for the purpose of a comparison:
1. The dependence graph can be embedded into a higher-dimensional space. The dimensionality is xed: it equals the number of loops in the loop nest.
2. The extent of the dependence graph in each dimension is usually variable: it depends
on the problem size. However, a very important property of the polytope model is that
the complexity of the optimizing search is independent of the problem size.
3. Each vertex in the dependence graph represents roughly the same amount of work.
More precisely, we can put a constant bound on the amount of work performed by any
one vertex.

The only exception is the trivial case of no dependences at all, in which all iterations can be executed in
one common step.
2

4. There is a large choice of problem-dependent ane dependences. Thus, given a loop
nest with its individual dependences, an automatic optimizing search is performed to
maximize parallelism.
5. One can save processors by \trading" one spatial dimension to time, i.e., emulating a
set of processors by a single processor.
6. The end result is a nest of sequential and parallel loops with ane bounds and dependences.
7. If one loop is sequential and the rest are parallel (which can always be achieved) [5], one
obtains an execution time linear in the problem size. But, to save processors, one can
trade space to time at the price of an increased execution time complexity. In particular,
one can make the number of processors independent of the problem size by partitioning
the resulting processor array into xed-size \tiles" [13, 39].

4 A divide-and-conquer algorithm
Rather than enforcing a total order on the cumulative summation in speci cation (2) of
the coecients of the product polynomial, we can accumulate the summands with a D&C
algorithm by exploiting the associativity of polynomial addition  on the left side of the
following equality:
A B = (A1  A2 ) (B1  B2 ) = (A1 B1 )  (A1 B2 )  (A2 B1 )  (A2 B2 )

(3)

We can write this more explicitly, showing the degrees and the variable of the polynomials.
Let m = n div 2 and assume for the rest of this paper, for simplicity, that n is a power of 2:
a b = ((ah  z m )  al ) ((bh  z m )  bl )
(4)
= ((ah bh )  z n )  ((ah bl )  z m )  ((al bh )  z m )  (al bl )
The sux l stands for \lower part", h for \higher part" of the polynomial; a and b are the
input polynomials.
The dependence graph of this algorithm is depicted in Fig. 3; c , d , e , and f , the resulting
polynomials of the four subproblems. This is our starting point for a parallelization which
will give us sublinear execution time.
The fundamental di erence in the parallelization of D&C as opposed to nested loops is
that there is no choice of dependences: the dependence graph is always the same as the call
graph. Since we have no problem-dependent dependences, we have no need for an automatic
parallelization based on them. Instead, we can take the skeleton approach [9]: we can provide
a program schema, a so-called algorithmic skeleton, for D&C which is to be lled in with
further program pieces|we call them customizing functions |in order to obtain a D&C application. Then, our task is to o er for the D&C skeleton one or several high-quality parallel
implementations, we call these architectural skeletons. This may, again, involve a search, but
the search space is problem-independent and, thus, need not be redone for every application.
For the user at the application end, the only challenge that remains is to cast the problem in
the form of the algorithmic skeleton. Alternatively, the user might develop an architectural
skeleton with even better performance by exploiting problem-speci c properties of his/her
application.
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Figure 3: Call graph of the D&C polynomial product
Research on the parallelization of D&C is at an earlier stage than that of nested loops.
Many di erent algorithmic skeletons|and even more architectural skeletons|can be envisioned. No common yardstick by which to evaluate them has been found as of yet.
We discuss two algorithmic skeletons and the respective approaches to their parallelization.

4.1 Space-time mapping D&C

4.1.1 From the Source Program to the Target Program
The call graph in Fig. 3 matches an algorithmic skeleton for call-balanced xed-degree D&C
which we have developed. The skeleton is phrased as a higher-order function in Haskell [25]:
divcon :: Int ! ( ! ) ! ( ! ! [ ]) ! ([ ] ! ( ; )) ! [ ] ! [ ]
divcon k basic divide combine = solve
where solve indata = if length indata  1
then map basic indata
else let x = zipWith divide (left indata ) (right indata )
y = transpose (kmap k solve (transpose x ))
in (l :map fst l ++ map snd l ) (map combine y )
kmap k f l = if length l  k then map f l else error \list length"
left l
= take (div (length l ) 2) l
right l
= drop (div (length l ) 2) l
transpose = foldr (xs :xss :zipWith (:) xs (xss ++ repeat [ ])) [ ]
Let us comment on a few functions which you will see again in this paper:

map op xs applies a unary operator op to a list xs of values and returns the list of the
results; map is one main source of parallelism in higher-order programs.
xs ++ys returns the concatenation of list xs with list ys .
zip xs ys \zips" the lists xs and ys to a list of corresponding pairs of elements.

The further details of the body of divcon are irrelevant to the points we want to make in
this paper|and indeed irrelevant to the user of the skeleton. All that matters is that it is
a higher-order speci cation, which speci es a generalized version of the schema depicted in
Fig. 3, and whose parameters k , basic , divide and combine the caller lls with the division
degree and with appropriate functions for computing in the basic case and dividing and
combining in the recursive case.
The example below shows, using the names in Fig. 3, how to express the polynomial product in terms of the divcon skeleton. The polynomials to be multiplied have to be represented
as lists of their coecients in order:
( ) :: Num ) [ ] ! [ ] ! [ ]
x y = postadapt (divcon 4 basic divide combine (preadapt x y ))
where preadapt x y
= zip x y
postadapt z
= map fst z ++ map snd z
basic (a ; b )
= (0; a  b )
divide (ah ; bh ) (al ; bl )
= [(ah ; bh ); (ah ; bl ); (al ; bh ); (al ; bl )]
combine [(ch ; cl ); (dh ; dl ); (eh ; el ); (fh ; )]
= ((ch ; dl + el + fh ); (dh + eh + cl ; ))
The skeleton takes as input and delivers as output lists of size n . The operands and
result of the polynomial product have to be formatted accordingly: function preadapt zips
both input polynomials to a single list, and function postadapt unpacks the zipped higher and
lower parts for the result again.
Given unlimited resources, it is clear without a search what the temporal and the spatial
partitioning should be: each horizontal layer of the call graph should be one time slice.
This seems to suggest a two-dimensional geometrical model with one temporal axis (pointing
down) and one spatial axis (pointing sideways). However, it pays to convert the call graph to
a higher-dimensional structure. The reason is that the vertices in the graph represent grossly
unequal amounts of work. In other words, the amount of work of any one vertex cannot be
capped by a constant: because of the binary division of data, a node in some xed layer of
the divide phase represents double the amount of work as a node in the layer below, and the
reverse applies for the combine phase. This behaviour holds for all algorithms, which t into
this skeleton.
We obtain a graph in which the work a node represents is bounded by a constant if we
split a node which works on aggregate data into a set of nodes each of which works on atomic
data only. This fragmentation of nodes is spread across additional dimensions, yielding the
higher-dimensional graph of Fig. 4. Time now points into depth and, for the given size of
the call graph, each time slice is two-dimensional, not just one-dimensional. With increasing
problem size, further spatial dimensions are added.
A parallel loop program, which scans this graph in a similar manner as it would scan a
polytope, can be derived [25]; here, r is the number of recursive calls (r = log n ), the elements
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Figure 4: Higher-dimensional call graph of the D&C polynomial product
of AB are pairs of input coecients, and the elements of C are pairs of output coecients of
the higher and lower result polynomial:
seqfor d = 1 to r do
parfor q = 0 to k r ? 1 do
AB [d ; q ] = divide [q(k ) [r ? d ]] (AB [d ? 1; (q(k ) ; r ? d : 0)];
AB [d ? 1; (q(k ) ; r ? d : 1)]) ;
parfor q = 0 to k r ? 1 do
C [r + 1; q ] = basic AB [r ; q ] ;
seqfor d = r + 2 to 2  r + 1 do
parfor q = 0 to k r ? 1 do
C [d ; q ] = combine [q(k ) [d ? (r + 2)]] (C [d ? 1; (q(k ) ; d ? (r + 2) : 0)]; :::;
C [d ? 1; (q(k ) ; d ? (r + 2) : k ? 1)])

The program consists of a sequence of three loop nests, for the divide, sequential, and
combine phase.
The loops on d enumerate the levels of the graph and are therefore sequential, whereas the
loops on q are parallel because they enumerate the spatial dimensions. The spatial dimensions
are indexed by the digits of q in radix k representation. This allows us to describe iterations
across an arbitrary number of dimensions by a single loop, which makes the text of the
program independent of the problem size. q(k ) denotes the vector of the digits of q in radix
k . q(k ) [d ] selects the d th digit. In accesses of the values of the points whose index di ers only
in dimension d , we use the notation (q(k ) ; d : i ) for the number, which one obtains from q by
replacing the d th digit by i . This representation di ers from target programs in the polytope
model, in which each dimension corresponds to a separate loop.
The data is indexed with a time component d and a space component q . The divide
and combine functions are given the actual coordinate as a parameter in order to select the
appropriate functionality for the particular subproblem for divide resp. data partition for
combine .
Such loop programs can also be derived formally by equational reasoning [26].

This program is data-parallel. Therefore, it can be implemented directly on SIMD machines. Additionally, the program can be transformed easily to an SPMD program for parallel
machines with distributed memory using message passing. The two-dimensional arrays now
become one-dimensional, because the space-component has been projected out by selecting a
particular processor. The all-to-all communications are restricted to groups of k processors.
Processor q executes the following:
seqfor d = 1 to r do
all-to-all AB [d ? 1] along virtual dimension r ? d ;
AB [d ] = divide [q(k ) [r ? d ]] (list of values received by all-to-all) ;
C [r + 1] = basic AB [r ] ;
seqfor d = r + 2 to 2  r + 1 do
all-to-all C [d ? 1] along virtual dimension d ? (r + 2) ;
C [d ] = combine [q(k ) [d ? (r + 2)]] (list of values received by all-to-all)
One is interested in transforming the computation domain in Fig. 4 further in two ways:
1. As in loop parallelization, this approach has the potential of very ne-grained parallelism. As in loop parallelization, spatial dimensions can be moved to time to save
processors. This is more urgent here, since the demand for processors grows faster with
increasing problem size.
2. If the spatial part of the computation domain remains of higher dimensionality after
this, its dimensionality can be reduced as depicted in Fig. 5. This is done, e.g., if the
target processor topology is a mesh. It works because the extent of each dimension is
xed.

y’

y
z
x

y’=y+4*z
x

Figure 5: Dimensionality reduction of the computation domain

4.1.2 Complexity Considerations

For the implementation, it is not very ecient to assign each basic problem to a separate
physical processor. Instead, spatial dimensions are mapped to time. The result is s slightly

modi ed SPMD program. In brief, the operations on single elements are replaced by operations on segments of data.
Let n be the size of the polynomials, and P the number of processors. In the basic phase
on segments, the work is equallypdistributed among the processors, i.e., each processor is
responsible for n =2log P log 4 = n = P elements. The time for computing the basic phase on
segments is therefore O (n 2 =P ). The computation inp the divide and combine phase takes
in
O (log n ) steps. In each step, a segment of size n = P has to be divided or combined
p
parallel. The entire computation time for both phases is therefore in O (log n n = P ). Then,
if the dimensionality of the target mesh equals the number of dimensions mapped to space,
the total time is in:
 n2

n
p
+ log n 
O
P
P
The execution time is sublinear if the number of processors is asymptotically greater than
the problem size, and it maintains the cost of O (n 2 ) if the number of processors is asymptotically not greater than O (n 2 = log2 n ). The best execution time, which can be achieved under
cost maintenance is O (log2 n ).
If the dimensionality of the target topology is taken into account, our calculations have
revealed the following:
1. Sublinear execution time can only be achieved if the dimensionality is at least 3.
2. The computation is sublinear and cost-maintaining for a cubic three-dimensional mesh
if the number of processors is asymptotically between n and n 1 2 .
There is an algorithm for polynomial product with a sequential time complexity of O (n log 3 ),
the so-called Karatsuba algorithm [1, Sect. 2.6]. It has a division degree of 3 and can be
expressed with our skeleton, with whose parallel implementation [25] the algorithm is costmaintaining for reasonable problem sizes. Our experiments have shown that the sequential
version of the Karatsuba algorithm beats the sequential version of our conventional algorithm if both polynomials have a size of at least 16. Since its subproblems are slightly more
computation-intensive, the parallel version of the Karatsuba algorithm (with our skeleton) is
a bit slower than the parallel version of the conventional algorithm, but one saves processors
(precisely, 4r ? 3r many).
=

:

4.1.3 Evaluation
What are the properties of this space-time mapping model, compared with the polytope model
of the previous section?
1. The dimensionality of the call graph is variable: it equals the number of layers of the
divide phase, which depends on the problem size.
2. The extent of the dependence graph in each spatial dimension is xed: it is the degree
of the problem division.
3. Each vertex in the call graph represents the same amount of work.
4. There is no choice of dependences and no search for parallelism is necessary.

5. The only variety in parallelism is given by the option to trade o spatial dimensions to
time.
6. The end result is, again, a nest of sequential and parallel loops.
7. The upper bound of the temporal loop is logarithmic in the problem size, and the upper
bound of the spatial loop is exponential in the upper bound of the temporal loop, i.e.,
polynomial in the problem size. When looking at the computation domain (Fig. 4),
the extent of each spatial dimension is constant, but the number of spatial dimensions
grows with the problem size.
Sublinear execution time (in a root of the problem size) are possible on mesh topologies,
but the conditions for maintaining cost-optimality in this case are very restrictive.

4.2 Homomorphisms

A very simple D&C skeleton is the homomorphism. It does not capture all D&C situations,
and it is de ned most often for lists [7, 37], although it can also be de ned for other data
structures, e.g., trees [17] and arrays [33].

4.2.1 From the source program to the target program
Unary function h is a list homomorphism [7] i its value on a concatenation of two lists can
be computed by combining the values of h on the two parts with some operation  :
h (x ++y ) = h x  h y

(5)

The signi cance of homomorphisms for parallelization is given by the promotion property, a
version of which is as follows:
h = red (  )  map h  dist

(6)

This equality is also proved by equational reasoning. In the literature, one has used the BirdMeertens formalism (BMF) [7], an equational theory for functional programs in which red
and map are the basic functions on lists: red reduces a list of values with a binary operator
(which, in our case, inherits associativity from list concatenation) and returns the result value,
and map we have seen in the previous subsection. Both red and map have a high potential
for parallelism: red can be performed in time logarithmic in the length of the list and map
can be performed in constant time, given as many processors as there are list elements.
The third function appearing in the promotion property, dist (for dist ribute), partitions
an argument list into a list of sublists; it is the right inverse of reduction with concatenation:
red (++)  dist = id .
Equality (6) reveals that every homomorphism h can be computed in three stages: (1)
an input list is distributed, (2) function h is computed on all sublists independently, (3) the
results are combined with operator  . The eciency of this parallel implementation depends
largely on the form of operation  . E.g., there is a specialization of the homomorphism
skeleton, called DH (for d istributable h omomorphism), for which a family of practical, ecient
implementations exists [19, 21].
The similarity of (3) and (5) is obvious: h should be the polynomial product , and
operation  should be polynomial addition . However, there are two mismatches:

1. Operations and  are de ned on polynomials of possibly di erent degree. Thus, the
list representation of a polynomial needs to be re ned to a pair (int ; list ), where int is
the power of the polynomial and list is the list of the coecients. For simplicity, we
ignore this subtlety in the remainder of this paper.
2. A more serious departure from the given homomorphism skeleton is that polynomial
product , our equivalent of h , requires two arguments, not one. To match this with the
skeleton, we might give h a list of coecient pairs, but this destroys the homomorphism
property: in the format provided by h , the product of two polynomials cannot be
constructed from the products of the polynomials' halves.
It is just as well that we cannot t the (binary) polynomial product into the (unary) homomorphism skeleton. The second argument gives us an additional dimension of parallelism which
the unary homomorphism cannot o er: because we have two arguments each of whom is to
be divided, we obtain four partial results to be combined rather than two, as prescribed by
the skeleton. To exploit the quadratic parallelism, we use a di erent, binary homomorphism
skeleton:
h 2(x ++y ; u ++v ) = h 2(x ; u )  h 2(y ; u )  h 2(x ; v )  h 2(y ; v )

(7)

Now, the polynomial product ts perfectly. The resulting promoted, two-dimensional skeleton
does everything twice|once for each dimension: dividing (with dist ), computing in parallel (with map ) and combining (with red ); we write map 2 f for map (map f ) and zip 2 for
map (zip )  zip :
h 2 = combine  compute  distribute
where
distribute = zip 2  (copy  dist  map (copy )  dist )
compute = map 2 h 2
combine = red 2 (  )

(8)

The complication of distribute is due to the fact that list portions must be spread out across
two dimensions now. Note also that we have not provided a de nition of the two-dimensional
reduction: red 2 (  ) can be computed in two orders: row-major or column-major. Actually,
each of the two choices leads to an equal amount of parallelism.
However, by a problem-speci c optimization of the combine stage, we can do even better. Fig. 6 depicts this optimized solution on a virtual square of processors (we make no
assumptions about the physical topology). Exploiting the commutativity of the customizing
operator , we can reduce rst along the diagonals|the corresponding polynomials have
equal power|and then reduce the partial results located at the northern and eastern borders. The latter step can be improved further to just pairwise exchange between neighbouring
processors if we allow for the result polynomial product to be distributed blockwise along the
border processors.
The three-stage format of the promoted homomorphism skeleton suggests an SPMD program which also has three stages. For the binary homomorphism, optimized for the polynomial product, every processor q executes the following MPI-like program:

distribute

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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.

.

.

.

.

compute

combine

Figure 6: Three stages of the two-dimensional promoted homomorphism skeleton
/* Input: A; B (Block) */
broadcast (A) in row ;
broadcast (B ) in column ;
C := PolyProd (A; B ) ;
reduce () in diagonal(q ) ;
exchange-neighbours
/* Output: C (Block) */

This program does not show loops explicitly|but, of course, they are there. The outer,
spatial loops are implicit in the SPMD model and the inner, sequential loop is hidden in
the call of function PolyProd which is a sequential implementation of . With MPI-like
communications, this SPMD program could be the point where the programmer stops the
re nement and the machine vendor takes over. Alternatively, the user can him/herself program broadcasts, reductions and exchanges with neighbours and de ne a suitable physical
processor topology, e.g., a mesh of trees [18].

4.2.2 Complexity considerations

We consider multiplying two polynomials of degree n on a virtual square of p 2 processors.
The time complexity with pipelined broadcasting and reduction is [18]:


 n  log p
2
+ (n =p )
t =O
p m (n ; p )

where m (n ; pp) = min(n =p ; (log p +1)). The value of p can be chosen between 1 and n .
If p = n = log n then t = O (log n ), which yields the optimal, logarithmic time complexity
on p 2 =(n 2 = log n ) processors. The cost is O (n 2 ), and is thus maintained.
Other interesting cases are:
 p =1: we get t = O (n 2), so the parallelization has not worsened the sequential cost;
 p = n : we achieve t = O (log n ) on n 2 processors; this solution yields the optimal time
but is clearly not cost-maintaining;
 p = n = log n : a cost-maintaining solution with t = O (log2 n ) on (n = log n )2 processors;

 p = pn : t = O (n ) on n processors: equal to the systolic solution of Sect. 3 and cost-

maintaining.
In practice, the processor number is an arbitrary xed value and the problem size n is relatively large. Then the term (n =p )2 dominates in the expression of the time complexity which
guarantees a so-called scaled linear speed-up [35]. This term can be improved to O ((n =p )log 3 )
or to O ((n =p ) log(n =p )) by applying the Karatsuba or FFT-based algorithm, respectively,
in the processors at the compute stage.
Whether the Karatsuba algorithm can be phrased as a homomorphism is an open question.

4.2.3 Evaluation

Let us review the parallelization process in the homomorphism approach. Actually, it is not
very di erent from the skeleton approach of the previous section. One just uses a di erent
skeleton and is led in the parallelization by algebra rather than by geometry.
1. The homomorphism skeleton is more restrictive than the Haskell skeleton in the previous
section, and also more restrictive than the earliest D&C skeleton [34], in which it corresponds to a postmorphism (see [21] for a classi cation of D&C skeletons). The strength
of the homomorphism is its direct correspondence with a straight-forward three-stage
SPMD program. For the polynomial product, it yields a parallel implementation which
is both time-optimal and cost-maintaining.
Time optimality cannot be achieved on a mesh topology with constant dimensionality. In the homomorphism approach, we obtain a topology-independent program with
MPI-like communication primitives. The best implementations of these primitives on
topologies such as the hypercube and the mesh of trees are time-optimal [27].
2. As many other skeletons, the homomorphism skeleton can come in many di erent
varieties: for unary, binary, ternary operations, for lists and other data structures.
At the present state of our understanding, all these versions are developed separately.
3. Even if all these skeletons are available to the user, an adaptation problem remains.
This is true for the previous approaches as well. E.g., in loop parallelization, a dependence which does not satisfy the restrictions of the model is replaced by a set of
dependences which do [29]. In the previous subsection, we format the input and the
output of polynomial product with adaptation functions to make it match with our
Haskell skeleton.
The homomorphic form of a problem may exist but be not immediately clear. An
example is scan [20]. Other algorithms can be turned into a D&C and, further, into a
homomorphic form with the aid of auxiliary functions [10, 38].
4. The application of the promotion property gives us a parametrized granularity of parallelism which is controlled by the size of the chunks in which distribution function dist
splits the list. Depending on the available number of processors, input data can be distributed more coarsely or nely, down to a single list element per processor. The only
requirement on the number of processors in the case of the two-dimensional homomorphism is that it be a square, which is not as restrictive as in the skeleton of the previous
subsection, where a power of the division degree k is required. Moreover, homomorphic
solution is not restricted to polynomials whose length is a power of 2.

5. Note that the promotion property is only applied once|as opposed to the previous
subsection, in which we parallelize at each level of the call graph. This decreases the
amount of necessary communication. The number of parallelized levels depends on
the choice of granularity; all remaining levels are captured by a call of the sequential
implementation PolyProd of h 2. This enables an additional optimization: processors
can call an optimal sequential algorithm for the given problem, rather than the algorithm
which was chosen for the parallelization. In our case, PolyProd can be the more ecient
Karatsuba or FFT-based algorithm for the polynomial product.

5 Summary
Let us summarize the present state of the art of the static parallelization of loops and recursions, as illustrated with the polynomial product.
Static parallelization works best for programs which exhibit some regular structure. The
structural requirements can be captured by restrictions on the form of the program, but
many applications will not satisfy these restrictions immediately. Thus, static parallelization
is de nitely not for \dusty decks".
However, many algorithms can be put into the required form and parallelized. In particular, certain computation-intensive application domains like image, signal, text and speech
processing, numerical and graph algorithms are candidates for a static parallelization. Dense
data structures hold more promise of regular dependences, but sparse data structures might
also be amenable to processing with while loop nests or with less regular forms of parallel
D&C.

5.1 Loop parallelization

Loop parallelization is much better understood than the parallelization of divide-and-conquer.
The polytope model has been extended signi cantly recently:
1. Dependences and space-time mappings may be piecewise ane (the number of ane
pieces must be constant, i.e., independent of the problem size) [16].
2. Loop nests may be imperfect (i.e., not all computations must be in the innermost loop)
[16].
3. Upper loop bounds may be arbitary and, indeed, unknown at compile time [23].
A consequence of (3) is that while loops can be handled [12, 22, 30]. This entails a serious
departure from the polytope model.
The space-time mapping of loops is becoming a viable component of parallelizing compilation [31]. Loop parallelizers that are based on the polytope model include Bouclettes
[8], LooPo [24], OPERA [32], Feautrier's PAF, and PIPS [2]. However, recent sophisticated
techniques of space-time mapping have not yet ltered through to commercial compilers. In
particular, automatic methods for partitioning and projecting (i.e., trading space for time)
need to be carried through to the code generation stage. Most large academic parallelizing
compilation projects involve also loop parallelization techniques that are not phrased in (or
even based on) the polytope model. Links to some of them are provided in the Web pages
cited here.

A good, unhurried introduction to loop parallelization with an emphasis on the polytope
model is the book series of Banerjee [4, 5, 6].

5.2 Divide-and-conquer parallelization

For the parallelization of D&C, there is not yet a uni ed model, in which di erent choices
of parallelization can be evaluated with a common yardstick and compared with each other.
The empirical approach taken presently uses skeletons: algorithm patterns with a high potential for parallelism are linked with semantically equivalent architectural patterns which
provide ecient implementations of these algorithms on available parallel machines. This
approach makes fewer demands on compiler technology. However, it expects the support of a
\systems programming" community which provides architectural skeletons for existing parallel machines. The application programmer can then simply look for the schema in a given
skeleton library, and adapt his/her application to this schema.
In the last couple of years, the development and study of skeletons has received an increasing amount of attention and a research community has been forming [11]. The skeleton
approach can become a viable paradigm for parallel programming if
1. the parallel programming community manages to agree on a set of algorithmic skeletons
which capture a large number of applications and are relatively easy to ll in, and
2. the parallel machine vendors community, or some application sector supporting it, succeeds in providing ecient implementations of these skeletons on their products.
One can attempt to classify the best parallel implementations of some skeleton, which represents a popular programming paradigm, by tabulating special cases. We have done this for
the paradigm of linear recursion [41]. The interesting special cases are copy , red and scan .
Compositions of these cases can be optimized further.

5.3 Conclusions

Ultimately, one will have to wait and see whether the static or some dynamic approach to
parallelism will win the upper hand. Since parallelism stands for performance, the lack of
overhead and the precision of the performance analysis are two things in favor of static as opposed to dynamic parallelism|for problems which lend themselves to a static parallelization.
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